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Groove Theory Tell Me

The decision paid off as Tell Me reached 3 on the RB charts, 5 on Billboards Hot 100 chart, and even 2 on the their Dance
charts, becoming Groove Theorys biggest hit and helping springboard Amel Larrieux into her solo career with the album
Infinite Possibilities in 2000.. The new line-up also signified a dramatic change in style for the group which took a more
contemporary RB approach for their second album, The Answer.. The original version of the group was made up of f read more
It peaked at number five on the US Billboard Hot 100, and was the 65th and 58th most successful song on the American pop
charts in 1995 and 1996 respectively.. It was a hit in Australia, peaking at number six on the ARIA singles chart for three weeks
in February 1996.. The single also peaked at number 31 in the UK, and number 14 in New Zealand In 2003, Raymond Co wrote
Playing Games which was melodically inspired by Tell Me.

With a straight-ahead groove reminiscent of Mary Jane Girls All Night Long, the simple lyrics detail a young woman expressing
her affections to a guy she has a crush on.. Tell Me was certified gold in Australia, and was placed at number 55 on the highest-
selling singles of the 1996 Australian chart.. Mariah signed him to her Crave label and released one album, but he didnt have any
solo hits like his features with Mariah and Groove Theory.. The original version of the group was made up of female singer
Amel Larrieux and male song-writer, actor, and producer Bryce Wilson.. The group is best known for their 1995 popRB hit,
Tell Me, which reached the top five of Billboard s Hot 100 and the US Billboard RB chart.. The vamp of the song features ad-
libs traded with in-demand session vocalist Trey Lorenz known for sharing the spotlight with Mariah Carey on her chart-topping
1992 single Ill Be There.
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